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Rise of napoleon empire war

SIGUENOS Skatīt visusPage TransparencyFacebook displays information to help you better understand the purpose of a page. See actions taken by the people who manage and post content. Skatīt visu Free52.43 MB Continue to app Every French soldier carries a marshal baton in his backpack- Napoleon Bonaparte ☆The first mobile
MMO strategy based on Napoleon's era☆ Rise of Napoleon: Empire War is the newest grand strategy and fast-play tactical war game set during the turbulent times from the Great French Revolution to the Battle of Waterloo, where you take the role of famous generals for every major nation , Napoleon, Washington, Duke of Wellington,
Nelson, Blucher, Kutuzov, Qianlong Emperor, Bolivar, and other military geniuses will follow you to dominate the whole world. Going back to the 18th century, the most detailed and comprehensive strategy game ever was created based on a time of struggle and conquest as a fork ed. FEATURES: You decide history! Massive historical
events, battle through battles of the 19th century, with massive armies colliding in different types of terrain. Use your strategy, and your allies to conquer the world of many empires and endless fantasy Statue of War Choose Battle Path: Fight or Trade! Restore the timeline of Napoleon's epic battle, starting from Toulon Battlefield, using
strategic means to conduct combat, and customize the formation during real-time combat: generals, equipment, weapons, horses, and skills. Real-Time War Strategy Expand your sphere all the way to an empire with proper strategy and tactics in an open world, trade, complete missions and techniques discover, recruit armies, conquer
enemy cities and become rulers of the world! Build Your Squad Each squad has its own characteristics, pick your squad and conquer the world by winning all battles. Unlock and train different types of squad from different countries, such as American militiaman, Prussian Jaeger, French Cuirassier, French 12-lber Artillery, and Polish
Lancer. Alliance Join an alliance to accelerate development, earn wages and earn military titles! Play with friends from all over the world and gather your allies to attack and defend! 3D Games Graphic PVP and PVE Combat Attention! Rise of Napoleon: Empire War is free to download and play, but some items can be purchased for real
money. If you don't want to use this feature, please disable in-app purchases in your device's settings. Note: A network connection is required to play. Here you can find changelog of Rise of Napoleon: Empire War since it was posted on our website on 2019-06-29. The latest version is 0.6.1 and it was updated on soft112.com 12/18/2020.
See below the changes in each version: Update: 1) New Cross-Empire Event: Battle of Three Emperors 2) New Feature: Officer Illustration 3) Two New Ladies 4) New Set of Imperial Equipment 5) New Feature: Royal Palace Trial 6) New Feature: Request for Resource Assist 1) Optimization of appearances of appearances of of av on
World Map 2) Optimization of Parliament Function 3) Optimization of daily mission function 4) Optimization of display of packaging 5) Optimization of the map of Visit Update: 1) New system: Emperor Talent 2) New feature: Account Management 3) General technology in military academy 4) Wonder Race will be played in season 5) New
system: Avatar Frame &amp; Title Optimization: 1) Optimization of airship image 2) Optimization of soldier-promoting function 3) Optimization of time display in Rally 4) Optimization of the distribution interface for the distribution interface Arena &amp; Expedition Fixed Bugs: Fixed some known bugs Go and find more new features in the
game! Update: 1. Time-limited Event: Cross server PVP 2. Time-limited event: Barbarian Suppression 3. Military Drill Feature in Headquarters 4. Lady Title System 5. Turret and Emperor Skill Features in Continental Competition Optimization: 1. Optimization of Officer Images 2. Optimizations of the emperor Equipment Page and attribute
3. Optimization of League Class Buff 4. Optimization of Rally Entrance 5. Adjustment of the dropped objects after attack NPC 6. Optimization of some other features Update: 1. Dr. Biochemistry added in laboratory 2. Random date added in date 3. New feature: Arena added in Statue of War 4.Boudoir costume change function to in Lady
system Optimization: 1. Optimization of Stock Capacity 2. Optimization of the quantity of Gold Coins in Gold Coins Pack 3. Optimization of the value of Officier expedition skill 4. Optimization of Officer Equipment Upgrade 5. Optimization of City's appearance in World Map Fixed Bugs 1. Fixed some known bugs New update: New feature:
Offspring system. After dating the ladies, there's a chance to get Offspring. Your offspring can help you dominate the world as they grow up! Optimization &amp; Adjustment: Optimization of the Expedition Interface Optimization of the appearance of resource buildings Optimization of the Draw Horse interface No energy will be deducted if
you fail in expedition optimization of the translation function Optimization of the World Boss Reward Optimization &amp; Adjustment: - Notification of power changes after healing has been completed has been added - Display of soldier's attributes optimized - Display of the airship's attributes optimized - Display of Imperial Campaigns
interface has been optimized - Double confirmation of Energy Core's removal in the laboratory has been added - Some bugs of immediate healing at the hospital has been established New update: 1. New officers: Zeng Guofan and Alexander I 2. Leagues Invitation is available now. The masters can invite other players to join their
Leagues 3. The cities of inactive players will not be displayed until their next logins Optimization &amp; Adjustment 1. The Rebel's Incoming interface has been optimized and some display errors have also been fixed 2. Soldiers' healing speed can now be increased 3. The difficulties of individual event and urgent event have been reduced
Content: 1. Brand new UI: it's more beautiful and efficient! 2. League Territory: Occupy the land to build your stronghold and make your league powerful! New update: 1. Ten new officers are waiting for you to recruit! 2. Some new sound and visual effects Optimization &amp; Adjustment: 1. Optimization of reward of Rebel's Incoming 2.
unclaimed reward will be sent automatically after the event ends 3. Optimization of Daily Activity Reward 4. Optimization of the city's appearance on the mapUpdate: -Added new building Forge Plant -Added new building Statue of Warfare -Added Lord Equipment system -Added Officer Recruitment system -Added new feature: Expedition -
Added more emperor avatars Optimization: -Adjusted attributes of the officer's equipment -Some of the airships' skills will unlock their other attributes when they reach Lv.21 -Massively increased buff of 7-Day Benefit Pack -Adjusted the difficulty of Imperial Campaign -Optimized artwork resource of resource of new features Completely: 1.
Rebel's Incoming! Prepare for a good fight! 2. Christmas Carnival, win the nice prizes! Updates: 1. Soldier Promotion is now available. Low-level soldiers can now be promoted to higher level 2. Push Notification is now available! Optimization: 1. Pack purchase optimization 2. Overview optimization 3. Collection Speedup Optimization Bugs
Fix: 1. Power of Horse Rune Error 2. Strongest emperor ranking display error Optimizations: - Loading speed login is increased - Appearances of wonders are optimized - Player profile can be seen during private chat Fixed Bugs: - Failure of the unlocking levels of the last two blimp defensive skills are fixed - Buff can be stacked in some
cities are fixed Updates: - New opening animation - New Emperor titles and skills - New feature: Parliament Hall - New feature: Visit - New officers: Metternich, Sakamoto Ryoma, Franklin, Wellington Optimizations: - Adjustment of plot and beginner tutorial - Adjustment of Lady function - Adjustment of Officer star level function -
Adjustment of equipment level limit - Optimization and balance of all units attributes - Adjustment of technology in Military Academy Optimizations: - Optimization of display of the main missions - Optimization of display of VIP Pack - Adjustment of attack / defense and EXP acquisition of Airship - Optimization of text descriptions Bugs Fixed
: - The league help button did not disappear after knocking - Free Lot on the map was not updated Updates: - New Officer System. appointment Officer can get strong skills and attack / defense buff - New feature: Imperial Campaign, clearing and garrisons campaign can get rich rewards - The level cap Town Hall and corresponding
buildings are increased to Lv.35 - New T5-T8 soldiers, recruit them to strengthen you army Optimizations: - Officer Garrison function is removed, new Officer system can grant attribute bonus during defense - Some bugs are fixed
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